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FROM THE PUBLISHER IOTA NEWS

For subscription purposes, this is the third issue of
1994. It is the fifth issue ot" Volume 6. IOTA annual mem-
bership dues, including ON and supplements for U.S.A.,
Canada, and Mexico $30.00
for all others 35.00

Annual IOTA membershtp dues may be paid by check
drawn on an American bank, money order, cash, or by
charge to Visa or MasterCard. If you use visa or Master·
Card, include your account number, the expiration date, and
your signature.
ON subscr|pt(on (I year = 4 issues)

for U.S.A., Canada, and Mexico 20.00
for all others 25.00

Single issues are 1/4 of the price shown.
Although they are available to IOTA members without charge,
nonmembers must pay for these items:
Local circumstance (asteroidal appulse) predictions 1.00
Graze limit and profile predictions (per graze) 1.50
Papers explaining the use of the predictions 2.50

Asteroidal occultation supplements will be available at
extra cost: for South America via Orlando A. Naranjo
(Universidad dc Ids Andes: Dept. dc Fisica; Merida, Vene-
zuela), for Europe via Roland Bomnsegna (Rue dc M
ariembourg, 33; &6381 DOURBES; Belgium) or IOTA/ES
(see below), for southern Africa via M. D. Overbeek (Box
212; Edenvale 1610; Republic of South Africa), for Australia
and New Zealand Qa Graham Blow (P.0. Box 2241; Welling-
ton, New Zealand), and for japan via Toshio Hirose (1-13
Shimomamko l-chome; Ota-ku, Tokyo 146, Japan). Supple-
merits for all other areas will be available from jim Stamm
(11781 N. Joi Drive; Tucson, AZ 85737; U.S.A.) for $2.50.

Observers from Europe and the British isles should join
IOTA/ES, sending DM 40.- to the account IOTAIES:
Bartold-Knaust Strasse 8; 0-30459 Hannover, Germany;
Postgiro Hannover 555 829 - 303; bank-cod+number
(Bankleitzahl) 250 100 30.

David W. Dunham

K)IAManuaLandjhiesjncmm Sometime during
1995, the IOTA Observer's Manual will be distributed
to all IOTA members. As many ot" the planned updates
(including the new graze prediction format, expanded
eclipse observing chapter, and other improvements) as
possible will be included so that it can be distributed
before November 1995. The cost ot" this, and a planned
postal rate increase during 1995, make it necessary to
increase our dues tor IOTA members, as shown in
"FROM THE PUBLISHER" on this page. The rates t"or
ON subscriptions alone have not been changed. The new
IOTA rate is given in my 1995 lunar occultation
highlights article in the January 1995 issue of Sky and
Td~pe, which many ot' you will have received before
this issue ot' ON. The old rate is given in the RASC
Observer's Handbook t'or 1995. The new rates are in
effect now, with the distribution ot' this issue of ON. It
is difficult to forecast the extra cost of the IOTA manual,
and the exact Nstal rate increases have also not been an-
nounced. The new rate might not be sufficient to cover
IOTA's costs, but if so, an additional increase in dues or
ON subscription will be delayed as long as possible using
our current reserves.

Qhsetyau= The main purpose of this issue is to
publish observational reports that could not be included
in previous issues. Also in this issue is Edwin Goffin's
report of the ESOP-XIII meeting. Edwin Goffin's 1995
Planetary Occultation Supplement t'or North American
Observers, with events selected mainly by Jim Stamm
aM annotated by David Werner, is being distributed with
this issue.

L-yiuinis Gnm Dre Xi' The southern limit of a
gW graze ot' this star by the last-quarter Moon is shown
crossing the Great Lakes region and southern New
England, passing near Toronto, Rochester, and New
Haven, on my map on p. 80 ot" last January's issue ot'
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Sky and Td~u. Robert Sandy hopes that additional
observations can be made of the 9th-mag. companion that
he and others saw during a previous graze ot' the star.
Th= planning expeditions for this graze are encouraged
to send me their plans, preferably by e-mail to:
David_Dunham@jhuapl.edu or by phone to 301-474-
4722, so that this information can be included on the
IOTA occultation line at 301-474-4945. Phil Dombrow-
ski, Glastonbury, CT, is planning an expedition near
Hamden; if you are interested in joining it, contact him
by e-mail at 73170.1503@compuserve.com or by phone
at 203-659-1783.

Nextjssm The main purpose ot' the next issue will
be to publish several other articles for which there was
not space in Uiis issue, including important articles about
using the Global Positioning System (GPS) and tive years
of total lunar occultation tallies by Joseph Carroll. It will
be published later this month, but you will probably not
receive it until early January.

PREDICTIONS FOR 1995

David W. Dunham, Eberhard Riedel,
Eric Limburg, Eran Ofek and Edwin Goffin

After completing this issue, we will send the
necessary data to the national and regional coordinators,
and graze computors, to compute and distribute the
asteroidal, and lunar total and grazing, occultation
predictions for IOTA members.

' ' ' ° Total lunar
occultation predictions may have already been distributed
by European coordinators, since they got the 1995 Bes-
selian elements file (befile) at ESOP-XIII in August; see
p. 68 of the last issue. However, Wolfgang Zimmermann
in Hannover has created a new zodiacal catalog, based
mainly on the PPM catalog, which contains several
thousand more stars than the XZ catalog used to create
the 1995 befile. Zimmermann hopes to use his new
catalog to create a new befile for 1995 to produce more
comprehensive wtal occultation predictions t"or observers
with large telescopes.

The total occultation predictions produced by the
Evans program will be distributed to IOTA members in
the current address list. Non-members will either need to
buy the predictions with prices to be announced, arrange
to receive them as attached (uuencoded) files by e-mail,
or will med to get similar predictions (but without many
ot" the special Evans-program features) from ILOC. Or
they could generate their own predictions (except for
some events near Oh U.T.) using the OCCULT 2.0
program; see ON 6 (3), pp. 56-57. IOTA members are

encouraged to receive their predictions by e-mail, or at
least on diskette rather than paper, to save time and
mailing costs. Having the predictions in soft form also
allows generation of neighbring-station predictions using
Henk Bulder's OCCLIST program: see ON 6 (3), p. 56.

' · Eric Limberg
described the goals of his uml occultation software at the
ESOP-XIII meeting, where a partially-operational
version was demonstrated. More information about it, in
Dutch, has been published in Occultus No. 38 (Sept.
1994), publication of the Dutch Occultation Association.
The software, now ready for diswibution, is a user-
firieMly menu-driven program for IBM-compatible PC'S.
The menus are in English. The program is a general-
purpose lunar occultation tool, allowing one to generate
predictions (using A. Gerritsen's soHware, which is
similar to OCCULT 2.0 and Evans in capabilities for
XZ-catalog stars), observation report tiles in ILOC's
format, reductions, and graphical animations. The
software uses 3 megabytes, plus 5 more if a version ot"
Watts' data are also included (it would be needed to
achieve accuracies of 1-2 secoMs in most predictions). A
form in the Occultus article asks if the PC is 386, 486,
Pentium, or other; if it is 386 or 486 SX, if it has a math
cc>'processor or not; and if the Watts data are wanted or
not. The cost for Dutch observers is 3.6 guilders (about
$2) without the Watts data and twice that with it. Eric's
address is Wilhelminastraat 37; 1054 VV Amsterdam;
The NetherlaMs: telephone 20-6184772; fax 20-6910781.
We will be interested in publishing an English version of
the Occultus article in a future version of ON, along
with prices for foreign orders.

Gazinukcuati= Riedel has changed his graze
predictions to include coverage to 0.5 magnitude fainter
than before during the gibbous phases (this increases the
volume of predictions by about 25%), warning messages
for in the regions, and data interpolated to
longitude intervals of either 2:5, 5°, 7:5, or 10'. The
latter will obviate the need for the Grazeint program that
was used for the 1994 North American graze predictions.
SoFtware including these changes (GRAZEREG 3.4) and
the 1995 graze datasets have been distributed to the graze
computors.

" 'mmaLandAElane!a'¥jQccuha~ Goffin has
supplied his prediction data (stellar information, asteroid
ephemeris, and some other information) to Dunham in
computer files. This will ease creation of the 1995 dataset
needed for use by the LOCM program used to generate
local circumstance appulse predictions. Some simple
changes are needed to the LOCM program, after which
it and the 1995 data will be distributed to the regional
coordinators, probably before the end of December.

·"'manSajdlite~MILmaLEYe= J. E. Arlot and W.
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Thuillot published a list of eclipses and mutual events ot'
the first 8 Satunnian satellites during the current series
that lasts into 1996. Timing of these phenomena can
provide accurate astrometric measurements ot' the
satellites that will be valuable for the Cassini Saturn
orbiting mission, among other purposes. From photome-
tric observations, we can learn about the atmospheric
sructure of Saturn and the surface characteristics ot" the
satellites. The events are hard to observe due to the
faintness of the satellites. More details and predictions
can be obtained upon request to Jean-Eudes Arlot or
William Thuillot, Bureau des Longitudes, Unite dc
Recherche Associee 707 du CNRS, F-75014 Paris,
France, or by e-mail: Arlot@iap.f"r or Thuillot@iap.t'r.

ERRATA

There is an error in the table ot" observed eclipses
given on p. 97 of the last issue. For the 1970 March 7
eclipse, the remark should read "No usefiil timings at N.
limit". Also, Jim Hart ot' Pickering Anomalies has
checked the events t'or 1995 listed by Goffin on p. 73 ot'
the last issue; he writes: "The first noted event t'or 15
Eunomia has the date misprinted, being June not January.
Also, the third event for 94 Aurora seems to be in error
in that Aurora does not get near the noted RA. and Dec.
until 1997. No relatively bright asteroid is in that region
ot" the sky on March 12, 1995. The other 1995 predic-
tions agree with my results." Edwin Goffin confirms
these errors, a conhsion between "Jan"and "Jun"in the
first case and a mistake in the orbital elements that he
used for Aurora in the second case.

ECLIPSE NEWS: MORE LESSONS LEARNED

David W. Dunham

19%MayjA-anndac I have all known videotapes
ot this eclipse that show Bailey's beads. After the 1995
predictions get underway, I will put these together to
make an overall composite tape (Paul Maley has already
done most of this work) that will be copied for distribu-
tion to each contributor. Copies will also be available to
buy or rent; details will be announced in a tiiture issue.
Also, more information will be distributed for analyzing
the tapes tor those who received time-inserted copies ot"
their tapes from Tom Campbell.

l994jyiw]emhelajmaL Joan and I set up one station,
and members of IOTA/ES from Germany established 3
more just inside the northern limit near the town of
Culluri, on the Altiplano of Bolivia about 60 km south-

west ot" Oruro (3720 m elevation). We had broken cirrus,
but t"ortunaely it thinned a lot around totality and we got
good video (and audio this time, though WWVH was
faint) at our site, with about 33 seconds ot" totality. We
lost several seconds of data changing filters, but got the
most critical pans. One of the German stations got
low-resolution video of the beads up through 2nd contact,
but failed after that, and the other two stations had total
equipment failures. It's a good thing we had a GPS
receiver, because we had laid out our sites with a detailed
50,000-scale map of the area that we got Hom the
Bolivian Instituto Geografico Militar. When we got on
site, we found that the Culluri town square was over a
km north of where the map said it was! We probably
would have had a miss at our site if we'd located using
the map.

After the eclipse, we travelled to Tarija, Bolivia,
where i attended the 7th meeting of' the Liga lberoameri-
cana dc Astronomia (LIADA). I showed our eclipse
videotape tor the first time (as well as some footage ot'
the May lOth annular eclipse), gave a well-received
presentation on the work ot" IOTA, and made contacts
with many Latin American amateur astronomers.

For the eclipse, three more stations were set up by
the Germans at the southern limit near Uyuni, Bolivia,
led by Hans Bode. Scheduling problems with a group ot"
surveyors hired by them to obtain accurate differential
GPS measurements delayed arrival at their sites, and
equipment difficulties permitted only one of the stations
to obtain data before and after totality.

The Eclipse Edge expedition, organized by Tom Van
Flardem near the southern limit near Codpa, Chile, had
about 45 seconds of totality through broken cirrus,
apparently like what we had. Wayne Warren's setup
didn't work: his tilter was too strong, and he discovered
a%r the eclipse that his video was blank, strange since he
could see a t"ew beads in the viewtinder, and he's re-
corded a couple of lunar occultations successtiilly with
the same system since he returned. Another Eclipse Edge
expedition member apparently got some useable video,
and Wayne is trying to get a copy.

A few people in Paul Maley's expedition stayed at
GPS-positioned sites near the northern limit in Arequipa,
Peru. Clouds prevented most of them from getting data.
However, Chuck Herold managed to remove his tilter at
the proper time and got about 30 seconds of north edge
bead data! Isao Sato from Tokyo, Japan, working at a
nearby site, also video recorded the eclipse and has
started to reduce his data.

Paul Maley sent the following message regarding
Chuck's observation, and a similar experience he had at
a previous eclipse: "During the one-second annular-total
eclipse in March 1987, 1 experienced clouds which made
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it imµ)ssible to locate the Sun using a telescope and video
camera. Chuck Harold experienced the same situation, as
did others, at Arequipa. In 1987, I removed my ND5
filter prior to maximum eclipse, and the Sun was so
bright Uiat an image could not be obtained until just after
totality. I placed my hand over the aperture, causing the
Baily's Beads to immediately come into focus. On Nov.
3rd, Chuck Harold removed his ND5 filter during totality
and a crisp bead image appeared. The lessons to be
learimd is that in the event of clouds, one should remove
the ND5 filter as the bead activity approaches. Use a
piece of cardboard or od}er material to move over part ot"
the telescope aperture until a crisp image appears. In my
case about 80% ot' the aperture was covered. In Harold's
case 0% was covered. Variability in cloud cover will
demand some innovation."

We have heard that skies were clear along the eclipse
path also in Paraguay and probably also southern Brazil.
[ have not heard of any expedition, let alone one involv-
ing IOTA members, that planned observations from
Paraguay, and [ have not yet received any messages
about what happened in Brazil.

1N5AµdL2SL~annukm Paul Maley's southern-limit
exµdiUon to Iquitos, Peru, was mentioned in ON 6 (2),

0 pp. 41-42. Hans Bode is leading an IOTA/ES expedition
to observe this eclipse near the northern limit in Ecuador,
so the two expeditions will complement each other to
obtain the observations needed to measure the solar
diameter. Ricnc interested in joining these efforts should
contact Maley either by e-mail at:
maley%jscdo6@jesnic.jsc.nasa.gov or by phone at 713-
488-6871 or at the address in ON 6 (2), p. 36, or contact
Hans Bede; see the back page of this issue.

ASTEROIDAL SATELLITES

David W. Dunham

Articles atxmt 243 Ida aid die asteroid's satellite, now
named Dactyl, have been published in the 1995 January
issues of both Sky and Tel~pe and Astronomy. The
arUcle in S&T, by Kelly Beatty, is "Ida & Company" on
pages 20-23. It includes a box, "The Binary Brouhaha",
which discusses the occultation evidence for asteroidal
satellites, and its acceptance, or lack thereof, by various
astronomers. The box did not have room to adequately
discuss the min pros and cons of the argument, some ot'
which are discussed in "Asteroidal Satellites Revisited"
in ON 6 (3), pp. 53-55. For instance, the work done at
Lowell determined that the secondary event could not
have been caused by a guiding error or a tree blocking
the view was not mentioned, nor was the somewhat

unusual slope of the secondary event disappearance and
reappearance, or the five other secondary events, all of
shorter duration, that McMahon reported. The strongest
argument in my mind remains the time coincidence, the
fact that both McMahon's longest secondary event and
the Lowell secondary event occurred 90 seconds before
the primary event, with agreement in the D and R times
to within a second, and the fact that the shadow of both
Hercujina and its possible satellite both took six seconds
to travel from Boron, CA, to Lowell, as predicted by the
motion of Herculina. Some are uncomfomble with the
low altitude ot" the event at Lowell (only 3"), but Ted
Bowell confirmed that sky conditions were excellent and
a 42-inch telescope was used; there is no doubt about the
primary event shown in the box, and the secondary event
occurred before it when the altitude was higher (about 20
seconds after the primary reappearance, the observation
had to be stopped because the telescope had reached its
altitude limit). At Boron, the altitude ot' the 6th-mag. star
was 9°, quite easy to see with the 4-inch telescope that
McMahon was using.

Paul Maley comments further: "I read the S&T
article and thought it did not offer a great deal of hope
for amateurs playing a role in the asteroid satellite
discovery process. In tact, I thought it was not exactly
upbeat and never really credited IOTA for stimulating
and propagating the whole argument, much less attempt-
ing to resolve it through an organized program ot" ground
measurements at members' expense. It alluded to HST
surveys which were incomplete and conducted under less
than auspicious circumstances. It should have outlined
which asteroids had been viewed with HST, what the
limitations were, and why such small objects would likely
not be found, but might be found with a more thorough
search program."

On p. 30 of the January issue ot' Astronomy, there is
a large article, "Do Double Asteroids Roam the Solar
System". The article has some good illustrations, facts
about double and multiple craters, and theoretical infor-
mation, but it fails to say anything about the role of
occultations.

THE XIllth EUROPEAN SYMPOSIUM
ON OCCULTATION PROJECTS

Edwin Goffin and David W. Dunham

The 13th European Symposium on Occultation
projects was held on 12-17 August 1994 in Cracow,
Poland. It was organized by IOTA/ES in collaboration
with the Polish Amateur Astronomers Society (PTMA),
together with the Planetarium and Astronomical Observa-
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tory ot" Lodz. The location was the Polonia Institute of
the Jagiellonian University, located a t'ew kilometres
from the centre ot Cracow on a hill with a scenic view
over the surrounding landscape and the Vistula river.

The symposiiun was attended by 50 participants corning
from 12 dihCrent countries : Belgium (3), Czech Repub-
lic (2), England (I), Finland (I), France (2), Germany
(6), Italy (I), Netherlands (6), Poland (21), Portugal (2),
Russia (S), USA (I). It was a pleasant surprise to note
that several of them were professional astronomers active
in occultation work.

As ESOP tradition wants it, the first 1.5 days were
devoted to lectures and presentations. After the opening
lecmre by prof. M. Urbanik on magnetic fields ot" spiral
galaxies, a total of 25 presentations were given, divided
over 5 sessions. Here, I can only give an overview ot" the
lectures. The fiill texts ot' most ot" them were printed in
advance and were available at the beginning ot' the
sympsium, something that was highly appreciated by all
participants. The Internet as well as postal addresses are
given t'or most authors. A few copies ot' these ESOP 13
Proceedings remain; if you are interested in getting one,
contact Blazej Feret, e-mail blztCret@mitr.p.lodz.pl.

H. Brancewicz: Role ot" amateur astronomers in the field
of occultation observations.
S.V. Korobkin, A.Yu. Solov'ev, N.V. Kulakova, O.I.
Mitin: Occultation observations in Moscow during
1992-1994.
Y-D. Rabbia, C. Meyer, M. FroeschlC: Lunar Occul-
tations at the Observatoire dc la COte d'Azur. Some
examples of records showing stellar angular diameters
and duplicity are shown, and references given that
provide details ot' the observations, some made in the
infirared.
O.I. Mitin, E.M. Trunkovski: Revelation ot" SAO 78380
duplicity from processing photoelectric lunar occujtation
curve by Tikhonov's regularization method.
E.M. Trunkovski: Some results of the determination ot'
sieljar angular sizes From analysis ot' the lunar occultation
difhaction curves. The article describes visual-band and
infrared photoelectric observations ot' µ Ceti, Y Tauri,
Z.C. 881, 0' and 0' Tauri, and other stars.
T.R. Irsmambetova, O.I. Mitin, E.M. Trunkovski:
Angular sizes ot' the stars o Aqr, SAO 138638, 23 t Sco
and 91 v Leo obtained Hom the lunar occultation data.
Observations in W, B, V, and R bands are described.
A. Richichi: The role of lunar occultations in modern
high angular resolution astronomy. Infrared array
detectors were used to record occultations and the SL-9
t"ragment impacts. Simple PC programs for occujtation
prediction, data acquisition, and analysis are available;

contact richichi@mpia-hd.mpg.de if interested.

. .
LV. Egorov, O.I. Mitin: Amateur observational equip-
ment for timings.
J. Wiland: The microprocessor registrator of time and its
use in observational work.
J. Garcia: Improvement of Newtonian telescope design
for occultation work. A smaller secondary mirror than
usual is better for occultation work, to increase contrast
between a star at the center of the field and background
glare Hom the Moon or twilight.
H.-H. Cuno (read by H.-J. Bode): The DCF-77 time
inserter for the Philips camera.
W. Beisker: Detection limit of CCD cameras in occul-
tation work. First occultation observations with the
IOTAJES computerised camera system. Plans were made
at this meeting to manufacture in the Czech Republic
these relativelv inexpensive CCD cameras, controlled
with a PC and" software supplied. Those interested may
want to contact Wolfgang at beisker@gst".de.

&ss'"n""H's~IukcuhuQns
P. Sobtko, M. Zawilski: Methods ot" occultation obser-
vations in the past.
M. Zawilski: The catalog ot historical observations ot'
occultations t'or Europe and the Near East.

=tj&uemalicsjjcLuhjcuajic~LjCQm~

D.W. Dunham: Occultation prediction and reduction
status.
M. Suhonen: A review of computer programs that either
calculate predictions t"or total occultations or assist to fill
report t'orms.
E. Limburg: The Occultation Workbench. See p. 106
above.
R. Fangor, B. Feret, J. Wiland: A review ot" computer
occultation programs used in Poland.
L. Benedyktowicz, M. Zawilski: Quality and systems ot"
reductions ot" lunar occultations from the observers'
viewpoint. They conclude that today's system of reduc-
tion calculations is far from ideal. Use ot" new star
catalogs like the PPM and determining corrections to
Watts' data should improve the situation. The latter is
addressed in "Examination into error of Watts' datum
and recomputation of Moon's position" by Yoshio Kubo
in Reµm of Hydrographic R%earch« No. 30 (Tokyo,
March 1994), a preprint of which Dunham obtained at
the I.A.U. General Assembly in the Hague, the Nether-
lands, a week after the ESOP meeting.
B. Feret: Computer networks in amateur astronomy
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Siessicin:yLScllaL£jdip"pc r' \/'iri'i
P. Maley, Ch. Gilbert, A. Fluter (read by D. Dunham):
Use ot" GPS receiving devices to support solar eclipse
expeditions. This is published later in this issue.
P. Maley, D.W. Dunham: Methodology ot" the observa-
tion ot" Baily's beads at solar eclipses. This was published
on pp. 94-103 of the last issue ot" ON.
E.M. Trunkovski, E.I. Moskalenko: A scope t"or obser-
vations ot" the occultations ot' stars by solar sails.
W. Beisker: Preliminary results ot' the SL9-Jupiter event
as has been observed by IOTA/ES.

On the evening of the first day, a visit was organized
to the nearby Astronomical Observatory of the Jagiel-
lonian University. Most participants also joined the
optional part of the programme on the following days: a
hill day's excursion to the Suhora Astronomical Observa-
tory in the Gorce Mountains, a visit to the old salt mine
in Wieliczka and of course a sightseeing tour in the
beautiful old city ot Cracow, including a visit to the
Collegium Maius ot" the Jagiellonian University. Equally
imµmant as the lectures were the informal contacts and
exchange ot" ideas (whether verbally or on diskettes)
between the participants during coffee breaks and in the
evenings.

" On behalf of all participants, we want to express our
gratitude to all our Polish friends that helped to organize
this tine symposium. Next August, ESOP XIV will be
organized in Plzen (or Pilsen), Czech Republic. It will
be the 70Oth anniversary of the city and the 50th an-
niversary of its liberation by Americans in World War II.
Plans are being made to hold ESOP XV in England,
perhaps in Cambridge, in August 1996.

GRAZING OCCULTATTON OBSERVATIONS

Richard P. Wilds

We need to begin this quarter's report with a t'ew
housekeeping chores. Please review this article in the
ON 5, #12 (May, 1993) for the requirements for report-
ing a graze. Most have done a very good job ot' includ-
ing the necessary information, but some have not been
providing critical data. Japamse astronomers, in particu-
lar, have done many grazes, but report them on total
occultation forms. Thus, much of the needed data,
primarily the prediction and shift, are nowhere to be
found. Remember that this information is needed, if
your observations are to be of value to other graze
leaders around the world.

The second issue is a reminder of our new column
heading "PP" for Prediction Program. There are up to
six different programs (with their "PP" abbreviations

following their names) - le. Evans (E) (using "graze
nearby" messages; this is discouraged, since the other
predictions include profiles and are more accurate),
Occult 1.0 (0), Occult 2.0 (0) (more accurate than 1.0
since it includes the major geodetic datums), Riedel (R)
(Grazereg or the equivalent Grazeint), ACLPPP (a)
(version BSA or higher, using OCCRED) and ACLPPP
(A) (version 80N, using OCC, has been IOTA'S standard
for many years and is still preferred during !994 while
we are trying to transition to the Grazereg system). The
new standard program will likely be Grazereg 4.0 with
a built in ACLPPP.

We begin this quarter's report with five grazes from
1993. Benny Roberts reports a tine Cassini graze over
the crater Zeeman. His is also the only other graze
report received so t'ar on last years lunar eclipse. His
reports will help you till in some ot' the missing data ot'
the last article. The Garcia/Goncalves team used the
Occult 1.0 program for a graze in front ot' Beta Leibnitz.
He reports that he was ill the entire week before the
graze and had to leave his sick bed in order to time it at
his observatory. He also reports that the timings were
cecorded on their observatory chronograph. John Centala
led his team to a graze behind Beta Leibnitz and over the
proposed crater Faustini.

1994 began with three grazes t"rom Florida. Hal
Povenmire observed a Riedel predicted graze over Beta
Leibnitz and the crater Scott. This was followed by two
grazes by Chris Stephan and Tom Campbell that were
deep in the Cassini Region. The star went through the
mountains M4, MS and M6 and the crater Wiechert.
Tom reports that the graze had the typical beauty ot" a
Cassini with only one partially lit peak. He also reported
an extra advantage of using video to record grazes. As
noted by other video users, he points out that the video
could handle the star much better than visual observers
when it was up against the sunlit peak's irradiation.

HART returns with a double graze expedition with
one star on the north and one on the south limb of the
moon. These predictions, from Riedel and Occult 1.0,
did not prove to be reliable. This was also true for the
Garcia/Goncalves team as they obtained video images ot'
two grazes behind the craters Lovelace and Froalich.
These were followed by five grazes observed between a
triangle defined by the craters Froalich, Merril and
Brianchon.

July 4 is normally a time ot" celebration and fireworks
in the USA, but Hal Povenmire had another reason for
both. He had a graze with 18 timings - a good reason to
celebrate. However, this graze also happened to be his
300th successtiil graze since starting to observe them in
1%3. [ed.: An article by Povenmire commemorating this
event will appear in the next issue.) HART continued
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observations with the best observed graze ot" the period
over the crater Drygalski. This was followed by the
period's most prolific observers - Garcia/Goncalves -
who observed two more grazes. The first was over the
craters Peary and Plaskett in the north. The second was
in ihe south through the craters Cabeus and Malapert and
the mounains Ml and Leibnitz A. The last graze ot" the
period was the author's first daylight graze. Observed
just 5 miles firom my home, this was very easy and quite
beautiful to see on the bright side and in broad daylight.
The graze occurred over the crater Byrd with the crater
Gioja clearly visible in the foreground. E-mail messages
indicate that others observed this same graze fiirther
toward the east coast of the USA. We look forward to
hearing ot" their results.

. "Grazes As Sporting
Events", by Richard Nolthenius ON 1 (S) for August
1975. This is an interesting article worth reading.
Richard was an active graze leader back in the 70's. He
wrote the article to share how they looked at grazes
beyond just their scientific potential. They also viewed
ttRm as tijin social events ot" the sporting type·

Most interesting was his discussion of their new graze
terminology. "Thus, January lst thru December 3lst
wasn't just a year; it was a "season", during which
observers were on the "graze circuit", the circuit being
divided into "home grazes" (usually sub-marginals which
wouldn't normally warrant an expedition, but happen to
pass thru your home town) and "away grazes". Major
grazes were always the most fiin: we'd assemble our
regular "team", headed by "team co-captains" Bob
Fischer ard me, then maybe hold a "free agent draft" ot

the local surrounding suburbs' talent. At the graze site,
some light-duty road would become our "field". If there
were two different areas ot" the profile needing coverage,
we'd go into our "double-wing offense". If equipment
was short, we might have two observers at one position
"double-teaming the limb". A look at the final "score"
would show the team "shooting percentage from the
tield" (number of timings made divided by total timings
estimated possible - usually about 85% for us). Afier the
season was over, you could look back at the team and
individual won-lost records, winning and losing streaks,
shut-outs, lO-graze winners, 20-graze winners - maybe
even a 30-graze winner - and make a comparison with
previous seasons. "

Of course, this can be taken too far. However, if
kept within the reasonable limits ot" friendly competition,
this idea can lend some fim beyond the normal excitement
ot' scientific work. By the way, the Garcia/Goncalves
team leads all others in this report with 6 grazes. Sorry,
[ could not help myself.

REMEMBER to apply the following shifts, which past
experience has shown to be usetiil when using the
ACLPPP (version 80N) profiles:
1.Northem limit, waxing-phase, dark-limb grazes tend to
have a 0:'3 south shift from your predicted graze path.
One should spread out, however, since star errors could
increase this shift or reduce it to a 0 shift.
2. Southern limit, waxing-phase, dark-limb Cassini
region grazes tend to have a 0:'4-0:°5 south shift from
your predicted graze path. Cassini region grazes have
profile points from 3 to 7. Southern-limit Cassini grazes
will also have negative latitude librations. This correc-

Graze List

UTDate
YYKI400

1993
931123
931129
331129
931207
931211
1994
940106
940117
940117
940305
940305
940320
940323
940419
940420
940420
940517
940612
940704
940816
940829
940902
941012
.....

VP X // // S Ap N
PPStar // Mag Snl CA Location Sta Tm S Cm Organizer Sh S HA B

A 128186 4.9 69+ 12.lS
A 76548 5.4 30E 66.9U
A 76565 7.1 10E 47.6U

Co 138155 8.9 44- 3.5S
A 183533 6.1 4- 6.0S

Sanford, M1ss1ss1ppi 1 8 1 33
Enid, M1ss1sslpp1 2 20 1 20
Pope, Miss1ss1pp1 1 3 1 20
Caxias, Portugal 2 4 2 20
Central CIty, Iowa 5 18 2 13

Benny Roberts
Benny Roberts
Benny Roberts
Garcfa/Goncalves
John Centala

R 158363 7.1
A 128281 5.6

VA 128281 5.6
VR 185526 6.6

O 185555 9.1
VR 95544 7.9
VR 98267 4.3

R 97399 6.0
A 98146 8.0
A 98146 8.0
R 97913 6.4
R 97628 6.1
A 93376 7.5
A 185024 6.3
R 93763 7.6
R 97211 8.1
A 163481 3.2

34- 7.6S Dupont. Florida
24+ l.OS Alturas. Florida
24+ l.OS Wlmauma, Florida
43- 1.5S Falls City, Nebraska
41- 0.6N Falls CIty, Nebraska
54+ 12.9N BGEM. Magos,Portuga)
82+ 10.4N Infantado, Portugal
49+ 13.4N Elkton, Florida
59+ 11.6N Trumbull, Ohio
59+ 11.7N Jackson Center, PA,
34+ 9.9N Statesboro, Georgia
11+ 1.8N 0drinhas, Portugal
18- 4.6N Ormond Beach,Florida
70+ 7.5S Sycamore. Kansas
51- 2.61'1 Torrao, Portugal
14- 3.7S Pancas, Portugal
62+ -3.4N Auburn, Kansas

1 5 1 15 Hal Povenmlre
2 10 1 20 Chris Stephan
4 4 1 10 Tom Campbell
3 5 1 18 H.A.R.T. R. Hllds
1 1 1 33 H.A.R.T. R. Wilds
2 4 1 20 Garcia/Goncalves
4 13 1 10 Garcia/Goncalves
3 16 1 15 Hal Povenmlre
1 4 1 20 Robert J. Mod1c
2 15 1 25 John HO)tZ
2 23 1 15 Hal Povenmlre
4 12 2 10 Garcia/Goncalves
1 18 1 15 Ha) Povenmire
3 36 1 18 H.A.R.T. R. Wilds
2 5 1 20 Garcla/Concalves
2 9 2 20 Garcta/Concalves
1 6 1 18 H.A.R.T. R. \d1ids

0.3S 171 -6.2
0.2N 4 0.6
0.4S 8 0.7
O.lS 183 6.8
0.5S 182 1.5

0.0 185 3.5
0.0 177 -6.0
0.0 177 -6.0
0.5N 184 -2.2
0.0 358 -2.2
O.lS 13 4.7
0.3N 6 6.9
0.1S 15 6.5
0.4S ll 7.1
0.5S 11 7.1
0.9S 12 7.1
0.2N 10 7.0
O.lS 357 0.4
0.4S 172 -2.3
0.3N 359 2.4
0.3S 179 6.5
0.0 358 -5.8
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tion should continue into the waning-phase grazes to
Watts angle 187°.

Please report all grazes to:
Richard P. Wilds

3630 S.W. Belle Ave
Topeka, KS 66614-4542

USA

and the

International Lunar Occultation Centre (ILOC)
Geodesy and Geophysics Division

Hydrographic Deparunent
Tsukiji-5, Chou-hi
Tokyo, 104 Japan

Stellar Cross Reference
SAO# ZC# Other

128186
76548
76565

138155
183533
158363
128281
185526
185555
95544
98267
97399
98146
97913
97628
93376

185024
93763
97211

163481

3453 k Piscium
633 53 Tauri

X 5624
PPM 178464

2212 147 B. Librae
X 20012

3482 16 Piscium
2529 52 Ophiuchi

PPM 552154
X 8819

1341 Acubens = 01 Cancri
1197 1 Cancri

X 13406
1281 84 B. Cancri
1234 30 B. Cancri

X 4298
2457 116 B. Ophiuchi
605

X 11636
2969 lj' Capricorni

LAST MINUTE ASTROMETRY FOR THE
NOVEMBER 26th ARMIDA OCCULTATION

David W. Dunham

For over twenty years now, photographic plates have
been taken during the week before various asteroidal
occultations to update the predictions, and many of these

efforts have been quite successfiil. The phrase "Last-
minute astrometry" was coined to describe this process,
when the target star and asteroid could be photographed
together on the same photographic plate, usually 7 to 2
days before the occultation. Only in this way could the
sizable local errors that occur in all currently-available
star catalogs be cancelled through the plate reduction
process to enable an accurate prediction.

Now, asrometry with CCD's, as described on pages
87 arid 91 of the last issue, offers the possibility ot' more
accurate predictions shortly before the event, in a process
that I think Edwin Goffin a few years ago first called
"last-second astrometry". The small field of CCD'S limits
these efforts to about a day before the event, but the
ability to quickly reduce the data with small computers
enable the effort to be completed quickly. E-mail further
allows the rapid distribution ot' data needed tor the
reductions and predictions.

The occultation ot' 9.7-mag. PPM 117739 by (514)
Armida on November 26th was not the most promising
event t"or such an effort. It was neither publicized in Sky
and Tel«cope nor included in the main 1994 North
American Asteroidal Occultation Supplement to ON
distributed a year ago; with an angular diameter ot"
0:'075, it was just under IOTA'S usual limits. But other-
wise the event was quite favorable, with an expected 14-
second central duration and Am of 4. So it was favorable
for visual observation and the path was expected to cross
western Europe and North America somewhere.

The occultation probably wasn't observed. But with
CCD observations by Dennis DiCicco at Sudbury,
MassachuseN, from 0:28 to 1:12 UT Nov. 26 (2.6 to 1.9
hours before the occultation), I think that we know where
the path went to within a path-width, which was expected
to project to 120 km on the Earth's surface. It passed
over southern Sweden and southern Norway at about
latitude +59" (a European satellite photo on the Weather
Channel showed quite a bit of cloudiness in that area) at
3:06 UT; over the northern Shetland Islands at 3:07; over
astronomically unpopulated parts of eastern Canada; a
short distance west ot' Sault St. Marie, Michigan, 3: 14;
about halfway between Wausau and Madison, Wisconsin,
3:15: over Ames, Iowa, 3: 16; over the area where Iowa,
Missouri, Kansas, arid Nebraska meet; over north-central
Kansas, 3:17; the western Oklahoma panhandle, 3:18:
near San Antonio, New Mexico, 3:19; just southeast of
Sierra Vista, Arizona, and just north of Cananea, So-
nora, Mexico, 3:20; then far south of San Pedro Martir,
Baja California. A telephone call to Mark Trueblood
found that it was overcast in southeastern Arizona, and
the weather satellite photo showed heavy clouds also over
New Mexico and Oklahoma. There may have been a
small clear area over north-central Kansas, with more
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clouds just northeast ot' there. There may have been some
clear sky in the upper Midwest, but the Weather Channel
was concentrating on a large storm in the West and did
not show the satellite image ot" the Midwest.

Brian Marsden sent me two messages with Dennis'
positions at 1:31 arid 1:48 UT; the last one, sent only 0.6
lKNr aher the last observation, gave the averaged position
ot" the star. So that was done quickly, but I was eating
dinner at the time, and logged on to my e-mail account
half an hour later. Then, in doing my calculations (which
take about halt" an hour), I made a mistake in the longi-
tude ot' Sudbury. At first, I was puzzled by the resultant
discordant result, but discovered the problem quickly
during a phone call to Brian. The correct calculations,
and examination of the path on a map, took almost
another half hour, so I updated the answering machine
with this last prediction about the time ot" the event. I
thoueht I had another hour, having converted UT to
1ocal"time incorrectly. Anyway, now I have the correct

coordinates ot" Sudbury in my computer tile, and it"
someone sending me a message with "last-second" astro-
meuv within a t'ew hours ot' the event also telephones me
at l-j01-474-4722 (home) or 1-301-953-5609 (office) to

kt me know that an urgent message is on the way, then
next time things can be done at least an hour taster. But
[ think even more time could be obtained by taking CCD
irrages ot" die star and the approaching asteroid the night
before the night ot" the event, if the motion is slow
enough Uiat some ot" the same reference stars are on both
images. and they are reduced with plate-overlap methods.
Asuometry a few hours before the event would also help
30 m a more accurate final update. Anyway, we should
have more successes in the tiiture with more observers
p«Mding CCD updates t"or these events. Before Armida,
ndy Petr Pravec and colleagues at Ondrejov, Czech
Republic. were doing this; with help also from Fiona
Vincent at St. Andrews, Scotland, and Dennis, we are
tmrxi ed do better in the tiiture.

Below is a history of the predictions t"or the Armida
xadtaMn: path and time differences are relative to my
:ijaumi prediction, and the path is given in arc seconds
pmxmicular to the motion at the time ot' the occultation,
"071El negative values indicating a shift towards the south:

Path Time
Shift Corr. Astrometry from

-0:30 -2:4 Pravec, Oct. 31, GSC for Armida and star
+ 1.49 -1.7 Vincent, Nov. 23, GSC for Armida,

PPM for the star
+ 1.36 -1.7 Vincent, Nov. 23 & 24, GSC for Armida,

PPM for the star
+ 1.25 -1.9 Vincent, as above, with GSC

(Pravec, Oct.31) for the star
+ 1.35 -2.0 Vincent, Nov. 23 & 24, Thierry data

reduced by Vincent, Thierry data tor star
+ 1.06 -1.5 Vincent, Nov. 23 & 24, Thierry data

reduced by Marsden, Thierry data t"or star
+0.70 -2.0 Vincent, Nov. 23 & 24, Thierry data

reduced by Vincent, PPM for star
+0.41 -1.5 Vincent, Nov. 23 & 24, Thierry data

reduced by Marsden, PPM for star
+0.68 -1.5 DiCicco, Nov. 26, GSC

Thierry Pauwels provided measurements ot' faint secon-
dary stars measured from 5 Uccle Observatory plates and
reduced with PPM data; these were used to make better
reductions ot" Vincent's measurements than are possible
with GSC (Guide Star Catalog) data. This was necessary
because Vincent's CCD observations were made 2.5 an
1.3 days before the occultation, and they did not include
the target star. Thierry's positions ot" the star were used
t"or the values on the 5th and 6th lines of the table. For
these, I calculated proper motion corrections from his
1948 and 1988 plates. I got the positions reduced with
Thierry's data at 23h UT Nov. 25. After the occultation.
I thought that it might be better to use the PPM position
t'or the star rather than the one with Thierry's corrections
tor it (in a later message Thierry said that this would be
better, due to the relatively large errors ot" his individual
measurements). The results are given on the 7th and 8th
lines, which are closer to DiCicco's result given on the
last line. If Thierry had determined the positions ot"
secondary reference stars around PPM 117739 (along
with his measurements to reduce Vincent's measurements
ot" Arrnida, so they would be in the same local system),
they could have been used to reduce Pravec's Oct. 3lst
measurements ot" PPM 117739, and that might have
resulted in a prediction closer to DiCicco's.

Dennis DiCicco provides the following account:
"Glad I could contribute the other night. To be honest,
part ot" the inspiration was the last-minute aspect of
getting the positions. To expand a bit more on what you
already know, as it happened I was sitting at the telescope
just moving t'rom the tield ot" one asteroid to another
when Brian Marsden called to suggest the project (just
at'ter he had discussed the reduction ot" Pauwels' and
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Vincent's data with Dunham]. The timing couldn't have
been better, arxi I dialed in the position ot' the star on the
digital setting circles as he gave me the information over
the phone. It took less than a minute to confirm that a star
ot" the proper brightness was in the field and that some-
thing was to the northeast, but it took a few minutes after
hanging up the phone to double check the field based on
a chart I generated from GSC data. Since the objects
were so bright I ody meded exposures ot' a few seconds.
I'm using Astrometrica Version 2.1 by Herbert Raab (in
Austria) to measure positions. The program is specifi-
cally designed to work with images Hom an SBIG ST-6
CCD camera (which I have) as well as others. It does
require a CD-ROM drive ard the actual GSC (not a copy
ot' the data as contained in one of several popular soft-
ware products that have appeared on the market re-
cently). In less than 5 minutes from completing an
exposure I can be set up to measure a position -- a
process that itself takes only moments. In tact, it was less
than a half hour from the time Brian called to the time I
e-mailed him 4 positions for the star and asteroid (and
this included the time it took to run up to the house and
kiss my daughter good night!). I called Brian to tell him
the positions were sent and he was already puzzling over
the results, so while on the phone I make another 4
exposures (the scope was still tracking the field), and it
took another 15 minutes to measure the new positions and
drop them in the e-mail to Brian.

Obviously, given clear skies and advance planning,
this could be a routine part ot" these events, and I'd be
happy to contribute whenever possible -- sort of a
rekindling ot" my latent interest in occultations that goes
back to the 1960S. At this point that [ should add that ['m
an observer, not an astrometry expert, but I have no
reason to doubt the accuracy ot" Raab's program. Its
biggest limitation is almost certainly the GSC data. I use
an ll-inch Celestron working at a focal length of only 70
inches (t"/6.3)! My field ot" view is about 1/4 degree and
[ contend that if I can do it, so can others."

This is the first time I've had true "last-second" astro-
metry before the occultation, although in this case, it was
not enough time before. Petr Pravec obtained such obser-
vations, 10 hours beforehand, for the occultation ot" PPM
154599 by (181) Eucharis on 1994 January 18. He sent
them to me by e-mail to my nssdca account at Goddard
Space Flight Center, which I can access from home. I
was expecting this tirom an earlier message, but when I
tried to log on, I got no response; the nssdca computer at
Goddard was down, and no operator was on duty to
restart it due to the Martin Luther King holiday. Petr sent
a copy of the message to my office e-mail account, which
can not be accessed remotely. Normally, I would have
driven the 25 km to my office to get the message, but an

ice storm in progress at the time prevented that. Late the
next morning after the roads were cleared, I got to my
office and got the message, then several hours after the
event; Goddard remained closed due to the icy condi-
tions. The best before that was for an occultation of SAO
77562 by (30) Urania on 1993 Dec. 17, when Petr
obtaimd separate CCD images of the star and Urania 1.2
days before the occultation, when the objects were only
14' apart and the GSC errors probably not too different
t'or each. I distributed that prediction widely by e-mail:
the expected path crossed Florida near Daytona Beach,
Orlando, and south of Gainesville, and some observato-
ries in southern France, including Haute Provence. The
west coast ot' Florida had clouds, word did not get to
anyone in Orlando or Daytona Beach, and an observer in
Melbourne, Florida, south of the path, had no occulta-
tion, as expected. I never heard from France, so I guess
it was cloudy there.

Last-second astrometry would work best if done by
observers several hours ot' longitude east ot" the area ot"
the occultation, where the objects can be imaged close
enough together and enough time exists to notify observ-
ers. For North America, this means observations t'rom
Europe, which in turn could benefit from observations in
Japan or Australia, and those areas would be best served
by North America. But even eastern North American
observations could help west-coast events, and if the
occultation occurs near opposition and in the morning
local time, there would also be enough time tor observa-
tions made in the evening in the area of the event. For
observations made about a day before the occultation,
plate overlap techniques might work if some stars are in
common on the separate CCD images of the star and
asteroid, arid the GSC reference Harrie is reasonable (that
is, the GSC ret'erence stars are all taken from relatively
tdr Hom the edges of the same GSC plate). Finding suit-
ably-equipped CCD observers, preferably in areas with
relatively good weather prospects, in the three major
regions mentioned above would help make "last-second"
updates ot" asteroidal occultations routine. Some ot" the
stars involved in occultations are quite far south, so
observations either from the Southern Hemisphere or
from the southern U.S.A. are needed for those events.

Anyway, we must be thankful for everyone who
contributed to the Armida occujtation astrometric update
effort. The next possibility t'or North America is an
occultation involving (70) Panopaea in the western USA
or Canada the morning ot' Dec. 29; I will remain in town
until a few hours before that event.
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REPORTS OF ASTEROIDAL APPULSES AND
OCCULTATIONS, EARLY 1992

.e ' .

Kar 05 m pMlosopnta PEN 126912

Jim Stamm

If you do not have a regional coordinator who
forwards your reports, they should be sent to me at:
11781 N. Joi Dr. Tucson, AZ 85737 USA. Names

and addresses of regional coordinators are given
in "From the Publisher" on Occultation Newsletter's
front page. All times in this report are UTC.

I have summarized all of the reports that I have
received for the first half of 1992 in the following two
tables and section of notes. Table 1 lists the 1992 date,
minor planet, occulted star, IDS of successful
observers, and references to any notes. Table 2 lists
the observer's ID, name, nearest town to location of
observation. country (includes state or province for
North America and Australia), md the tcm! rmmber of
observations made in the period. The notes section
details those events that included positive observations,
or other significant information that could not be
reported in the tables. I am not including notes on
those observations that may have been spurious unless
there is some sort of contirmation, or the fact that
something may have happened is relevant to another
observation. Instead, I will place an asterisk (*) in the
Notes column to indicate that I have received a report
with more than a "no event.................................." in iL

Table 1, Asteroidd appujses md occU|tations: jm-jm l992,

xar 09 479 caprera PC 21734

Mar 13 47 Aqlaja ppm 157377
Mar 17 X) KassaUa UckV 2848
hr 19 779 Nina UckV 1492

Xar 20 175 Anclromacne PEN 552357
Kar 20 48 Doris m 157977
uar 21 229 Melinda PEN 97232

,4ar 22 251 SoMa PEN 508948
xar 25 X) sappho PEN 507006

Mar 26 409 jLsoaMa PEN 506657
Xar 31 230 Athamancis SX) 162593
Apr 01 3 Ampnitrite PEN 96641
Apr 03 117 Lcmla AGK3R 5344

Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
May
my
May
May

12 154 Bertha
13 184 Dejopeja
14 276 Adelheid
18 44 Nysa
18 952 Cala
02 JOB Polyxo
03 97 Klocho
04 596 schaiia
05 804 Htspania

PPM 550736
PEN 507957
PPM 522881
PR'! 98409
PEN 549737

PC 24647
PPM 511997

PC 7984
PPM 547895

1992 Minor Planet
Jan O:J 1841 Xasaryk

Cat St8r
PRQ 95150

May 06 429 LoUs m 1335
Kay 07 165 Loreley PR'l 555279
May 08 258 TycM PPM 526403

my 09 309 Fracernitm D°f -21" 5940
Kay 12 596 Scheila PC 551961

xay 13 223 Rosa UckV 5575
hy IS 914 Palisana pRq 553740
my 18 468 Una PR'f 525765

jan 07 34 Aurora pm 92040

jan 08 !3 Eqeria AGKjR 4228
jan 10 442 Elchsfeldla PPM 121781
jan IQ 137 ¥el!boea PPM 14J461

jan 12 492 Glsmnda PPM 96700
Jan 17 L5 Eunomta pppq 548704
jan 23 2060 Chiron FFC 361318

jan ,14 856 Bacjciuma pm I5916U
jan 24 704 tnteraimia FPC 193057
Feb 01 5 Ascraea pen 526756
Feb 03 'D Harmnia AGKJR 7316
Feb 04 713 Luscinla ACKJR 9878
Feb lj 411 Xanche pm 99754
Feb 18 145 Adeona PEN 75181
Feb 19 849 Ara pm 550456
Feb 19 lj5 Herrha pen 550238
Feb 21 743 Euqenisis pm 124177
Feb 23 SI Kmausa F/'C 119281
Feb 27 1467 uashona PEN 178266
Feb 29 654 Zelinaa pen 596071
Feb 29 624 Hektor PEN 575350

Xar 05 924 ToM AGKJR 9385

Observm Nola
caLDlr0ss£blErnFen
GcvGrckoqHokkaoKbk
KhlKocKsLKaaFQltMrx
P irPohsausql
DfjDnzDssKoMos
szaSM
KahkazGrh }
scqDik
BulDflDnzOssKre
WtFsosRvsspr
!'bl8lkLap
HuMeosta
DnzDssHcKHU
Krtovem
BujDnzt"arHckhz1
SmcAndNcsLap
WaclLoa
Hen
Smc8lk
BUjDsBGocTrl
alk
sta
%cstq8lk
Kan
KaNdaOkm
ainssKaoNeisµsza
cxmi
Lou
MiwfkjsBlmBrn8ulcas
DedFchGlzGznHalHer
HokKaoKhlkldKrt Lac
LskMcsOtdPlzPnnRdr
SnzSplSprSuhTbzTll
vaaVdlVchi 2

Kay
May
Kay
jun
jun
jun
jun

28 307 Nike
30 175 Anclrcmache
Jl 47 Aqlaja
01 651 Phillppina
04 27 Euterpa
10 510 Matel la
15 469 Argenclna

jun 18 564 Dudu
uUKl Ly uo Lydia

PEN 554208
PM 552490
pm 157161

147C +05"j059
PEN 551949

AQC3 +01" 2696
FK4S J295

SFO 212937
1GK3R 1U08d

AntBcIvBYcKs1ErnGlo
GrbHckHokHzljelkao
KlkKLsNeuPnnRaySwi
SykSzaSzcTbzWaaZwk
AntBdwBlm8ulcpsDhy
DlrElfEnsErinFarFau
HajkckHokHzljbsKhl
KrtLomemrxNeup!z
PohPolRaySplSprSyk
SzaTlpWlar
priwadl'bjBlkLap

And&rx1)ik
AzagdwDsgEnqno
HckHzlkaoKlmNeu
PrtRaySykTlp
Ds3
SmcHuc 3
NesTreskiBlkHasvon
TodohsjUcaohkKoLKay
WaclDlk
'dadDikHutSmc
AnciBryBlk
GemOaAF5oIHutSmcAnd
HutSmcAndBlkLap
CopOveSn1
CflCtvchlDssFeq
GrcGzdkrksprTho
oijcmc
Hen
MunLoaStgvikSmc
Rob
Munstqmc
Gop
CopOva
DikWadSmc8lkHutAnd 4
VLkByrBesMadGemStq
DikSmcHutOhkAnd 5
Lou
GemStqWadAnd
OssGrckhlLac
SUMelPrc
BlkAnd
PrlGeMjalBlw
StqOLkhadBlw
CopOveSnt
Tay
PrLBlwStqDal
GemLoaAnd8lw
Smc8lk
LoucopovesmL
SmclkaAnd
SmclkaChkHat
CopOveOeb
CopsM
AllXulPatLoasmc
MuastqDikAnd
SmcoikAnd
Loasmc8uqHuLMiQ

IahkA . ohs¢r"'RLAmjo^ms of e"'nLs jm-/un im,

ID
Aka
All
AM
ArE
Aza

am
m
Bcba
Byd
Blk
Ebl
Blm
Blw

OMerver
Ajcazawa, Htdehtko
Allen, William
Anderson, Peter
Antos, Pf.
, j.-jg.
Barrena, r.
BenUrick, Colin
Beneaykcowlcz, L.
Benyo, I
Blanksby, JIm
Blattler, E.
Blomners, L.
Blow, Graham

Town
Asaqucht
Blenhetm
The Gap
jablonac
LamiUou
La Orotava
Bathurst
Kram

Rlmavska Sobota
'dandin

Wald
Leiden
Welllnqcon

Country
Japan
New Zealand
Queensland - AUS
CzechoslovaKLa
Frane
spain
N.S.W. - NJS
Poland
Czechoglovakia
VIctoria - AUS
SwLtzerland
Netherlands
New Zealand

No,,
I
I

:4
2
I
I
I

5
I

ll

I
2
4
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ajs
Bly
au
Bug
Cat

q's
Cas
Chi
Ens

cm
Cfl
CN

est
Dal
Dfl

Deb

Ded
CId

Dhy
Dnz
Dir
Dik
Dss
Elf

'nq

, Urn
Far

i Fau
Feg

, Fen) Fdi
ilo
Glo

Grc
Gem
Grb

Gog
Gcv
Gui

Gui
Glz

Grh

' Kath
Kai
Hzl

Has

Her

Hog

Hok
Han
kick
Hui

Rut
Huz

[ka
jet

jtjs

Kaz
Kan
m
Klk
Kis
Kim

Koc
mi
KoL

Krk
KsL
Kao

Krt
mc
Lac
Lap
isle
Ilia

Ldz
Lou

Bourgeois, jean CLney
Bryant, Ken Lanqwarrin
9ulder, Henk Zoecermeer
Burns, Greg Lenah Valley
caldeira, s. Beja
Cahpos Cucarella Barcelona
Casas, Ricard La Orotava
chlachula, j. Zlin
Club Asl. De L'Ensae Toulouse
Cooper, Tim Benonl
Coufal, Z. Zlln
coufalova, D. Zlln
csipes, j. Kcjmarno
Daalder, Peter Launcecon
Daiffaliah, Khalil Alger
dc Beer, G. Lady'smjkh
Dedoch, A. pram
Del Teide Observ. La Orotava
Delahaye, P. Bordeaux
Denzau, Helmut Essen
DI Luca, Roberto Bologna
Dickie, Ross Gore
Dusser, Raymond Kalaa sqhtra
Ejclof, A. stockholm
Engra Hinarejos Valencia
Ernst, Christoph Graz
Faraqo, O. StuEccjart
Faure, G. Varces
Feqer, F. SIeqen
Fernandes, j. Pedrogao Pequeno
Fischer, D, KoenZqsvincer
Flores Martinez Valencia
Galjo, vLcenzo salerno
Garcia, joaquim Llsboa
George, t'arcin Launcecon
Geroos, j. Rlmavska Sobota
Gomez Cascano, j. La Coruna
concaves, Rul Llstoa
Gonzalez, Domenech Zaraqoza
Gonzalez, N. La Oroeava
Gonzalez, vLccor La Orotava
Graham, Francas E. PLttsburq
Hahn, Richard Keaau
Halir, k Rokycany
Hanzl, D Brno
Hasegawa, Takashi Hujfoka
Hernandez, jose F. La Orotava
Holler, Gert Graz
Holler, Klaus Graz
Honkus, Edward Carnegie
Hudecek, T. Brno
Hull, O.R. Auckland
Huccheon, steve sheldon
Huziak, Richard saskatoon
[Kari, Yasukazu ohutu
jelinek, V. Valas8ke Mez.
jobscl, £. Graz
Kaczxrarski, .'q. Em Reach
Kaneko, Sakae Sakura
Kld%r, .4. La Orotava
Kieltyka, G. Krosno
Ki3s, L. Szeqed
Klemencie, R. Gorenja Vas
Kocsls, Antal Baiatonkenma
KohL, Hike Wald
KoiztunL YoshLL Okayama
Kolarik, fl Uin
Kraisics, S. Graz
Krakow Obs. Krakow
KreUQw, Mike sleqen
Kublk, M. Graz
Lacour, B. EuffiqneLx
Larkin, ?acr1cia The Basin
Lesnak, .'q. Praha
Loader, Brian Christchurch
Lomz, i. Sedlicany
Lourencon, R. jundai

BelqLun
victoria - AUS
Netherlands
Tasmania
portugal
Spain
spun
Czechoslovakia
France
South Africa
Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia
Tasmania
Algeria
south Africa
czechoslovakia
spain
Franca
Germany
Italy
New Zealand
Tunisia
Sweden
Spain
Auscria
Germany
France
Germany
Portugal
Germany

spain
Italy'
Portugal
Tasmania
Czechoslovakia
Spain
Portugal
Spain
spain
spain
Pennsylvania - USA
Hawaii - USA
Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia
japan
Spain
Auscria
Auscria
Pennsylvania - USA
Czechoslovakia
New Zealand
Queensland - AUS
Sauatchewan - can
japan
Czechoslovakia
Amtrla
!'.awaii - USA
japan
Spain
Poland
Hungary
Slovenia

Hungary
SvLtzeriand
japan
Czechoslovakia
Auscrta
Poland
Germany
Auscria
France
VIctoria - aus
CzechQsLovakia
New Zealand
Czechoslovakia
Brazil

I
2
5
I
1
I
I
I
I
7
I
I
1
J
2
I
I
I
1
4
2

10
9
I
1
b

3
2
I
1
I
I

1
6

I
3
5
I
I
I
1
I
1
1
I
2
5
I
I
I
4
2
5
1
7
1
2
I
I
I
2
1
I
I
I
2
4
I
I
I
S
4
I
2
4
1
5
I
3

kk3

Xaa
Mlt

m

.4lx

9!at

'"ay
xLh

pUp

m

.4ag
Mm

.m
Net

b'es

x'eu
OM

okm

otuc

cm
Plz

Pm
?at
pre

nr

?o1

Prc

Poll
?r1

Ray

Rvs
Rdj

Mr

Snz
Sau
Ski

SYk
Sml

Sac

spl

spr

Stq

Sta
sql

Suh

SId

sta

SZC
Tll

Tay
Tho
Tso

Ted
Trl

1bz

m
np

('dA
Veil

vctn

Vaa
vik

'naa

war
'Rad

hcias, D. La Omtava Spain
uanna, A. Locarno Switzerland
pfarloc, c. Gulnes France
Psarclnez, P. Toulouse France
Marx, Harald stuctgan Germany
Flatsuda, Hideki Tenri japan
hsatuyama (Club) Muroco japan
Wchon, Jean-Pol Hermm France
Milanese, P. Alesmmria Italy
miler, Karry Klnqsjmy W. Australia - AUS
!'5oscefaoui, Tout1k Alger Algeria
Munford, NcM Pajjmrton N. New Zealand
Murray, Alasdair Herbercon, N. Queensland - AUS
Neel, Regis Lyon France
Nelson, Pecer Ellinbank victoria - AUS
Neuretterova, e. Brno czechoslovakia
OtisMma, Qsamu KuraUki Japan

Qkamoco, Teohiro Taga japan
okura, Nobuo Okayama Japan
Overbeek, Dante Edenvale South Africa
Palzer, wolfgang wlesbaden Germany
Pannier, Lutz Gorlitz =rmany
Patterson, George christchurch New Zealand
Pierancont, E. Bologna Italy
1?!riti, j. Nagykanizsa Hungary
Polacek, 64. Vaiasske t'fez. Czechoslovakia
Porcint, Robarro Salerno Italy
poscn, ThcxM8 Graz Auscrla
Priestley, john Pukerua Bay New Zealand
Rapavy, P. RJjnavska Sobota Czechoslovakia
Rivas, L. Tatjerneg Bl. Spain
Robercs, Benny jackson MIsUssLppL - USA
Rodriquez, p. La Orocava spain
Sanchez, javter La OroEava Spain
Sauter, Chr9scof St. mrqareehan Switzerland
Skilcon, Peter Franjcscon VLctoria - AUS
Slusarczyk, janusz Ntepokxnlce Poland
Snit, j. Pretoria South Africa
Smith, Charlie Woodridqa Queensland - AUS
spell, jerzy walbrzych Poland
Springob, C SLegen Germany
St. George, Lou Auckland New Zealand
SLam, jim Tucson Arizona - USA
Stanqj, ,4. Graz Austria
Suchan, P, Praha Czechoslovakia
swietnickL, K. Zrecin Poland
szabo, Sandor BoIY Hungary
Szolcsanyl, Gyorgy Pillsszen Hungary
Taiileu, B. Ledeq«n Belqkun
Taylor, Charleg Hct'LlnnvLile oregon - USA
Thooris, Bertrand wervik »iqLtm
Tissoc, M. st jean De Br. France
Toda, Hiroyuki Kamoqaca japan
TorreLl, SebasUa Barcelona spain
Trebacz, A. Niepolanlce Poland
Treqaskis, Bruce Ml. Eliza Victoria - AUS
Tulipant, F. Bologna Italy
Ud3, Kiyo Shjgarakt japm
Vandaeie, C. Dranoucer BelqLtn
Vandemaele, L. Dranoucer Belqhm
vasca, L. Praha Czechoslovakia
Vincent, Keith Hamlock N. New Zealand
wagenaar, R. watmnqm Netherlands
wareil, j. Angelholm Sweden
Wacson, Diana WhakaEane New Zealand

I
I
I
I
2
I
I
1
1
3
2
2
I
2
2
3
I
1
J
7
2
2
I
I
1
I
I

2
3
3
I
I
1
I
I
I
4
6

19
2
4
9
2
1
I
I
4
1
I
L
I

1
I
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
I
I
7

NQTEsj;

1 (13) Egeria and SAO 39748, Jan 08. Richard
Hahn timed a 30 sec. (± 2 sec.) event from Keaau.
Hawaii, beginning at 08:46:14. 1.7 minutes later
Michael Kaczmarski timed a 12.9 sec. occultation
beginning at 08:47:56.8, from Ewa Beach, Hawaii.
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2 (924) Toni and AGK3R 9385, Mar 05. Her
reported a 2 second occultation beginning at
03:24:38.4, but none of the other 32 observers
confirmed it.

3 (48) Doris and PPM 157977, Mar 20. Much
experienced observer Charlie Smith at Woodridge,
Queensland, timed a 1 sec. disappearance
beginning at 18:03:38.9. Although he is not
without doubt, his field was fully visible except for
the targa

4 (596) Sheila and Ac 7984, May 04. Ross Dickie
timed a 10.3 sec. disappearance beginning ar
14:37:58.9 from Gore, New Zealand.

5 (804) Hispania and PPM 547895, May 05. [O.N.
5(10), p.268]. Three Austalasian observers timed
events: K. Vincent (Blenheim, New Zealand),
11.4 sec. beginning at 11:20:06; J. Byron
(Sydney, NSW), 7.5 sec. beginning at 11:23:24.3:
and C. Bembrick (Bathursr, NSW), between 2 and
5.5 sec. Bembrick's difficulties arose from
problems with lights and a towel to cover them.
When the towel began to slip, he glanced away
from the eyepiece, and when he returned could not
see the target star. When it popped back. he
thought, "Oh no, was that really an occultation?"
He dismissed it because of the towel problem, and
still took no timings. After talking with Byron, he
realized that it must have been the red thing, and
went back to the telescope to reproduce his
observing session, thus coming up with the time
span. The diagram on page 268 is reproduced
from Graham Blow's analysis, and shows that
results from only two observations can give useful
scientific information, as his obtained diameter of
Hispania is about 141 km. considerably smaller
than the 161 km from ASTEROIDS III He also
notes that Bembrick's proximity to Byron means
that even a precise timing by Bembrick would not
have contributed much to the overall resulL This
again illustrates the importance of separation of
observers in determining asteroid diameters by this
technique.

REPORTS OF ASTEROIDAL APPULSES AND
OCCULTATIONS, LATE 1992

Jim Stamm

If you do not have a regional coordinator wL
forwards your reports, they should be sent to me g

11781 N. joi Dr. Tucsori, AZ 85737 USA.
Name
and addresses of regional coordinators are given i
"From the Publisher" on Occultation Newsletter's fror
page. All times in this report are UTC.

I have summarized all of the reports that I hav
received for the last half of 1992 in the following tw(
tables and section of notes. Table 1 lists the 1992 da[l
minor planet, occulted star, IDS of successfc
observers, and references to any notes. Table 2 list
the observer's ID, name. nearest town to location c
observation, country (includes state or province fo
Norm America and Australia), and the [o[al number c
observations made in the period. The notes sectiot
details those events that included positive observations
or other significant information that could not bc
reported in the tables. I am not including notes or
those observations that may have been spurious unles:
there is some son of confirma[ion, or the fact tha:
something may have happened is relevant to anothc:
observation. Instead, I will place an asterisk (") in the
Notes column to indicate that I have received a report
with more than a "no event....." in it.

Table 1. ASteroidal appulSeS arjd occ\jllalions; [uj-Pec |992,1992 Minor
jul 04 (B
Jul 07 261
jul 09 546
Jul 14 qg
jut 18 52
jul 18 3148
Jul 18 M
jul 19 49
jul 20 165
Jul 25 2
JuL Jl 101
Aug 07 X)
Aug 09 490
Aug LO 279
Aug 14 212
Aug 20 J09
Aug 20 584
Aug 21 115
Aug 24 18
Aug 29 213
Sep 02 510
Sep 11 547
Sep 12 344
Sep lj 380
Sep 24 1712
Sep 24 589
sep 25 6
Sep 27 a
Sep 30 1194
OCC OS X)
oct 05 805
Occ 2J 1317
oct JO :
oct JO J

P1anei cu
Lalo PEN
prymo pr'!
Herocllas AQCJR
Pales Ucjcv
Europa n'c
Grechko FK4
Themis PPM
Pales C
Loreley PEN
Pallas FK
Helena ?PH
Urania Ucjcv
Verjtas SAD
1CIULC CC

Medea pm
FracermtasPEN

semiramis E'EN
Thyra PEN
Nlpcmene EFC
Ulaea PRQ
Ptabella PR1
Praxedis PEN

Deslderaca pm
Flducla pp'pq
Angola PFH
CroaUa PFH

SK)
LuEecla 1?FH
Alecia PE'H
Urania AC
Hormucnla PPH
sLlvreexa pm
Cereg PEN
juno nc

Sur
532jl6
555448
lj87
1282
52331
396
507721
2413621
554575
552190
575578
m
143850
11126
554774

556458

511908
554644
170657

120304
172436

120908

514706
551121
167764
145$26

98280
554146
17jllS
11075
175128

47163
555835
246779

Oburven Nota
CopOveMU
A,msrrc
9rc
Mcp8lkOikSmcMd

sm
McpBlkSekSklDLk
Ski

mc
=
AM
AnaSmcLoa
copmiovevLjBlkNes
SulWeoHuz

Uv0
3ncArxjHuE
SmcAno

EvsSmcHut

smc
Tso

1
St¥adLoa
And
SamamSud
9M
Hen
Hen
Pkxi
glkgrYAndsmcHuc
KanSmAM
=
Skc

And
Blr 2

OhkBlv
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1992 Minor Planet Cat Sur
Nov 02 116 Sirona AGK3R 7408
Nov 04 115 Thyra UckV 2454
Nov 12· 524 Fidelio PEN 67474
Nov 13 49 Pales pp!q 553977
Nov 18 103 Hera SNj 164286
Nov 27 84 KILo PEN 512731
Nov 30 192 Nausikaa ms 3600
Dec 02 152 Ataia AGK3R 2936
Dec 02 43 Ariadne PRQ 118029
Dec 08 4179 Toutatis 9.3 mag.
Dec 15 395 Delia PC 3834
Dec 17 36 Atalance SAD 24597
Dec 18 382 Dodona AQ'C3 "26° 0862
Dec 18 4179 Toutatis SAD 97803
Dec 23 4179 Toucacls 10 mag.
Dec 25 4179 Toutacis SAD 98007
Dec 26 4179 Toutacls SX) 97923
Dec 29 4179 Toutacls Anon.

ONervm Notu
AndSmc
Ski&nc
Say
StgWacNncAndHut "

3
,4acUdaldakan
BlkSkiHut

sta
sta
AkaOhklkaUda

Hen
am
chkUdakan
QhkUda

sta
Hen
copsm
smcAndkthHsh

Tab)C 2, Observers aj1d bcatjopis of evmts juj-Pec 199Z

ID
Aer
AjZ
Akh

Aka
AM
Am

Baa
Brj

Ekbd

%L
Brc
Blr
Bljc
Blw
Bry
Cps
Cop
Dnz
Dijc
Dss
W
Um
Em
Evs
m
Flo
Fql
GjZ
Cey
Goc

Gui
HzL
Fish
Hen
Hck

RUE
Huz
Ida
[el
Ilea
ha

Kan
Kth
Raw

Kw
KM
Khl

Roz
Krt

Otnerver Town
Aercs, L. Carpencras
Aizawa, Sumio Okayama
Aka, Hldehiko Funaho
Akazawa, Hidehiko Funaho
Anderson, Pecer The Gap
Annzat, Yoshinao Hukush
Baacen8, C. Boechouc
Baront, Sandro KLJano
BeneayktoMcz, L. Kracom

Bercoqlio, A rorino
Bercoli, Oresce Alpignano
Birch, peter Blckley
Blanjcsby, jLm Wandin

Blow, Graham Wellingcon
Bryant, Ken Lanqmrrtn
Campo8 Cucarella, F. Valllrana

Cooper, Tim Benoni
Denzau, Kejjmuc Essen

Dickie, Ross Gom
Dusser, Raymnd Kalaa Sqhira

Eqawa, HuMharu Kmiatori

Emmns, Richard North Cancon
Enqra Hinarejos, a. Mislata

EverlnqEon, Sean vermnc
Fernandez Ejarba, D. Barcelona
Flore3 HarUnez, A. XLslata

Foqlia, Sergio btllano
Garcia, jimenez J.6L Dos Hermanas

Ge:ter, E.µ. naun
Gomez Cascano, j. Fuenlabrada

Country
France
jaµn
japan
japan
Queensland - AUS
japan
ElelgHua
Italy
Poland
Italy
Italy
W. Auscratia - AUS
vL«oria - AUS
New Zealand
vIctoria - AUS
spain
Souch Africa
Germny
Nev Zealand
Tunisia
japan
Ohio - USA
spain
victoria - aus
Spain
Spain
Italy
spain
cermny
spain

N&

1
I
I
2

13
I
1
1
2
'I
+

I
I
S
I
I
4
3
4
2
5
I
1
2
I
I
2
1
I
7
2

ID
Kur
Lhd
Loa
m
Mac
PSau
¥Cp
.'tty

Med

mr
Muir
}1ar
Nes
jun
Meu
Chk
Cka
Qku
Ove
Prt
Prc
Rsp
Age
Sam

Say

son
Sht
SeX
Ski
'Y'K

9M
*
Spr
stg
Sta
Sud
Se
sui
Tao
Tkd
Ted
Tok
Yub
TIp
Ula
(jed
(M
Fvl
vtj
'mc
Had
Kain

Oburver Town Country
Kuroda, Rtmi Kamoqava japan
Ltndhard, L. Esbjerg n Dan«nark
Loaaer, Brian chriscchurcn New Zealand
,4arci Ribas, Josep mcaro Spain
Macsuda, Hideki Tenri japan
mtsuyama, sadamtchi Okayama japan
McCronan, Philplp Bendiqo VIctoria - AUS
Miyake, .4otoharu Kamoqawa japan
Pkx1ic, Robert Richmond Hts. Chlo - USA
.4orica, Naoko Muroco japan
Yuraca, Kazuhiko Kuricou/KLyosa japan
Narusawa, Shlnya Sayou/Hukush japan
Nelson, Pecer Ellinbank Victoria - AUS
Obs, du junqfraujoch jungfraujoch SwLtzerlana
Obs. Dc Meudon Xeudon Franca
ohkura, Nobuo Okayama japan
Okada, lchiro cMhachman japan
Qkudo, ,4asaml Sayou japan
Overbeek, Danie Edenvala South Africa
pLeranconi, e. Bologna Italy
porcitni, Roberco salerno Italy
Raspaaori, g. Bologna Italy
Reqneere, g. Valenciennes France
SamoLYK, G. Milwawee 'dtsconsin - usa
sarcy, Gordon Sasmcoon Saskacchewan - CAN
Saco, ,Yocomaro okayama japan
Scnoicen, Alex EerDccK Netherlands
Self, Ken Rosanna VLccorla - AUS
skiiton, ?eter Frankscon victoria - aus
Slusarczyk, janusz Krakow Poland
smit, j. Pretoria SouEh Africa
Smich, Charlie 'doodridge Queensland - AUS
Springob, C SLeqen Germany
st. George, Lou Auckland New Zealand
sEam, jim Tucson Arizona - usa
Sudol, jeff New Britain connecucut - usa
Sueyosni, Michio Tsuyama japan
Sullivan, Philip occidental California - USA
Takao, Aklhiro SLatsue japan
Takeda, Yasusni Hukusn japan
Toda, Hiroy'uki Kamogaca japan
Toklmasa, NortEaka Sayou japan
Tubot, Tamio Kamoqawa japan
Tullpant, F, Bologna Italy
Uda, Kiyo Shlqarakl japan
Ueda, pkisayoshi Habiklno japan
Umezu, Atsusht Hukush japan
Van Lao, Francois Carpencrm France/Belgkun
vincent, j. Harare Souch Africa
watanabe, Shinotju Shlzuok japan
watson, Diana 'dhakacane New Zealand
watson, Mark Stafford Ohio - USA

Ncr
1
I
2
I
3
I
¶&
i

2
I
2
2
I
I
I
5
I
I
3
1
I
¶6
¶

L

q

6

q

+V
+
I
..L
4
I
4

L9
2
2
3
1
1
1
I
1
1
I
I
2
6
I

1
*L
I
¶L

1
¶L

Gonzalez, D. M.
HanU, D
HashLmco, Akie
Honkus, Edward
Hudecek, T.
Hutcheon, Steve
Huziak, Richard
Ida, tuy'oshi
Ielo, Antonio
Ikarl, Yamjkazu
Iwai, Tetsuya
Kaneko, sakae
Katoh, Taichi
Kawahara, Tetsu
Kavasaki, Koichi
Knight, J.
Kohl, .4lke
Kotzum, Sachlko
Krecjow, Mike

zaraqoza Spain i
Brno Czech Republic I
Chichibu japan 2
Carnegie/Nineveh Pennsylvania - USA 4
Brno czech RepublLc I
Sheldon Queensland - AUS S
Saskatoon Saskatchewan - CAN 1
Youka LcM japan 3
Ca«iqlione Italy I
Chtsu japan j
Ohtta japan 1
Sakura japan 3
Ohuda japan I
Okayama japan I
Muroto japan I
Bernont South Africa I
Laupen SwItzerland 2
Okayama japan I
SLeqen Germany 2

NoTEsj;

I Aug 29. Observers were IwaTodAkaTubOhkSue
MorKwaNarUedMaUkaMurOkajdaWatMiyKur
KawAizKozMauSohOkuTok.

2 Oct 30. After much astrometry, with the final
prediction of an off-Eanh path, Peter Birch in
Perth, Australia confirmed such with a 2"-3" miss,
while others in Australasia had cloud.

3 Nov 13. Observers were TaoAkaEgaMatlkaUda
IdaMurHshNarUmeAnnTkdSmc.
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These three articles appeared in the Astronomical Society
of Kansas City publication the "Cosmic Messenger"

WHAT TIME IS IT?

Bob Sandy

Have you ever heard ot" the time reference Astrono-
mers use called "Universal Time" or UT? Well, there's
a rumor that it is going to be replaced by one called
W.R.T. or "Walter Robinson Time"!

How did this come about? Bob Sandy (Blue Springs,
Mo.) and Waker Robinson (Bonner Springs, Kansas) are
actively timing star occultations by the Moon. On the
evening ot' November 18, 1988, Bob phoned Walter to
remind him ot' an occultation that was to occur the next
morning at 2:20 a.m. As on prior occasions, Bob asked
Walter to phone him 5 minutes AFTER making his
timing so that the two ot" them could compare timings.
Then Bob set his alarm and went to bed.

Some time later, Bob's phone jarred him awake.
Answering it, he heard Walter say, "Well, did you time
the occultation?" Startled, Bob checked his wristwatch
which read 1:25 a.m.!! "What?!" Bob exclaimed to
Walter. "I've still got an HOUR to go bet'ore my alarm
goes off!"

Well, you might think that Bob's watch was malfunc-
tioning or maybe that Bob was contiusing C.D.T and
E.D.T., right? Wrong! Here's what happened: when
Walter checked on his occultation predictions from the
Naval Observatory, he noticed that there was a star
occultation occurring almost exactly one hour BEFORE
the one Bob intended to time. Assuming the earlier
occultation was the one in discussion, Walter timed IT!

Walter says it will be a long time before he lives this
one down! If in the future you should hear people
referring to W.R.T., you'll know what they are tMking
about!!

- NEWS BREAK -
Astronomer Goes Belly Down!!

Yes, you read the heading correctly. On Saturdav
Evening January 30th, 1993, Nick Ruess, using his 3.5"-
inch Questar, optioned to place his bellv down on the
ground to observe the star graze ot' Z:C. 397! The
Fahrenheit temperature was 32 degrees with a strong
wind. But Nick says by observing close to the ground,
he was very comt'ortable (covered with blankets ot'
course) and had no tearing ot' the eyes during the critical
moments of the graze. He also indicated this was the
second time he's observed bel/v down to look up, and will
use this method again if the need arises.

The next thing we'll probably see is a bumper sticker
on Nick's car saying, "I DO IT BELLY DOWN!".

Other observers on the graze team were ASKC club
members Rick Singmaster, Vic Winter, David Neuen-
schwander, and graze expedition leader, Bob Sandy.

- NEWS BREAK -
Astronomer Goes Belly Down Again!!

Yes, 3 days after the biggest snow storm in our area
in quite a number ot' years, Marilyn Unruh, Mike Larkin,
Bob Sandy, and Nick Reuss drove in a 2-car graze
expedition Sunday, February 28th, to Milan, Missouri,
successhi]ly observing the moon's northern limb graze
the star 39 TAURI, and for the 3rd time, Nick optioned
to observe belCy down! BUT this time lying on the large
accumulation ot" "white stuff' on the edge ot" a t'arm
road!! I guess Nick still hadn't cooled down Hom his
timing ll events during the graze in January!! But can
you believe it? - on this graze he observed 9 disappear-
ances and 9 reappearances ot' the star over a 2-minute
time period using his small 3.5-inch Questar! These 18
timings set a record tor "per one observer" during any
past observing expeditions that the A.S.K.C. has been
involved in dating clear back to 1964 (per Bob Sandy).

The old record was 14 events each seen by the late
Russ Maag on September 26, 1978 and Larry McGill on
September 12, 1979.

SOLAR SYSTEM OCCULTATIONS DURING
LATE 1994

David W. Dunham

This continues and concludes the article with this title
begun on p. 75 of the last issue. This only includes
regional maps showing the paths ot'events during Decem-
ber, and some world view maps by Mitsuru SOma. The
map for Europe, Atirica, and the Middle East is not
included since only three events appear on it, in areas
where there are no ON subscribers: An occultation by
Mars on Dec. 3 in the Atlantic Ocean southwest ot"
northwester Atirica; one by 44 Nysa on Dec. 5 crossing
northeastern Tanzania: Mombasa, Kenya: and the
Arabian Sea: and one by 70 Panopaea on Dec. 29 passing
over the northern Ural Mountains. In Table 1, Part 2 on
p. 82 of the last issue, incorrect data about an occultation
by Mercury on Dec. 28th are given under "Possible
Path": a description ot' the region ot' visibility should have
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been given there, reading "n.e. tip of Brazil and nearby
parts ot' the Atlantic Ocean". But the occultation ot" the
6.2-mag. star will be very difficult to see due to the 9"
elongation Hom the Sun, and consequent low altitude in
bright twilight.
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The International 0ccu(tation Timing Association was
established to encourage and facilitate the observation of
occultations and eclipses. It provides predictions for
grazing occultations of stars by the Moon and predictions
for occultations of stars by asteroids and pknets, infor"
mation on observing equipment and techniques, and reports
to the ttmtjers of observations made. IOTA is a tax-exenpr
organization trder section 509(a)(2) of the (USA) Internal
Revenue Code, and is incorporated in the state of Texas.

The ON is the IOTA newsletter and is published approxi-
mately four times a year. It is also available separately
to non"menbers.

The Ounhams maintain the occultation information line at
301-474-4945. Messages may also be left at that mnber.
hhen updates become available for asteroidal occultations
in the central U.S.A., the information can also be ob-
tained from either 708-259-2376 (Chicago) or 713-488-6871
(Houston).

observers from Europe and the British isles should join
IOTA/ES, sending DM 40.-- to the accotmr IOTA/ES;
Bartold-knaust Strasse 8; 0"30459 Hannover; Postgiro
Hannover 555 829 - 303; bank-code-nurber
(Bankleitzahl) 250 100 30. Full memership in IOTA/ES
incluks the supplement for European observers (total and
grazing occu(tations) and minor planet occultation data,
including 1ast"minure predictions, when available.

The addresses for IOTA/ES are:

I

The officers of IOTA are:

President
Executive Vice President
Executive Secretary
Secretary"Treasurer Craig
VP for Grazing Occultation Services
VP for Planetary Occ'n Services
VP for Lunar Occultation Services
Old Editor
IOTA/European Section President
10TA/ES Secretary
10TA/ES Treasurer
IOTA/ES Research & Development
IOTA/ES Public Relations

David \j. Dunham
Paul Maley

Rocky Harper
and Terri McManus

joe Senne
joseph Carroll
Halter Morgan

joan Bixby Dunham
Hans"joachim Bode
Eberhard 8redner

Alfons Gabel
1jo(fgang 8eisker

Eberhard Riedel

Eberhard Bredner
Ginsterweg 14
0-59229 Ahlen 4 (Dolberg)
Germany

Telephones (49- for Germany,
-2388-3658

Fax -2381-36770

Hans-joachim Bode
8artold-Knaust-Str. 8
0-30459 Hannover
Germany

or 0- within Germany)
-511-424696
-511-233112

OH Editor: joan Bixby Dunham
7006 Megan Lane
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770-3012
U. S. A.

Addresses, m±ership arvj stbscription rates, and informa-
tion on where to write for predictions are found on the
front page.

e"mai(: joaMu(absgi.gsfc.nasa.gov
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